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TODAY’S 
DISCUSSION

➢ REVIEW OF THE PARTNERSHIP IMPACT MODEL™

➢ ADDED CAPACITY, A KEY COMPONENT FOR 
SUSTAINING PARTNERSHIPS  

➢ LESSONS FROM THE FIELD

➢ BUILDING YOUR OWN 3-YEAR SUSTAINABILITY 
ROADMAP
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The Partnership Impact ModelTM



Reflection…

© Christen Coy

What are the biggest challenges or opportunities your 

partnership currently faces with respect to partnership 

sustainability and funding?



Common 

Threads

What are some 

of the common 

threads you have 

observed about 

partnerships?



What do we mean by 

“Added Capacity?”



Pondering 

Mysteries

Why does 

adding capacity 

seem mysterious 

for many 

partnerships? 

What does it 

really involve?

CalParks



Community Collaboratives 

Have Unique Capacity Needs

➢ Coordination / Facilitation

➢ Partnership visioning / re-visioning

➢ Teamwork and Partner Accountability

➢ Navigating partner cultural differences

➢ Ensuring partnership health + impact

➢ Cross-jurisdictional data management

“Members of community collaboratives and networks must be 
enthusiastic risk-takers and changemakers in order to undertake 
their work.” –Capacity Building for Collaboration Case Study



Getting 

Creative

What are creative 

ways to address 

these challenges 

related to adding 

capacity?

Artists of Mount Tamalpais



“Partnerships rarely come with a set of cookie cutters. 

You have to make a whole new cookie cutter.” – Liz Madison



Lessons from the Field

➢Clear fiscal ownership 

➢Ample fundraising capacity

➢A compelling place-based brand

➢An inspirational vision and clear theory of 

change 

➢Funders as partners

➢Fanatically capture your impact

➢Funder priorities are moving targets



A Shifting Paradigm to Sustainably Fund 

Community Collaboratives

Long-term Funding Partners

Funding to Build Network Capacity

Reactive Grant Writing Proactive Investor Mindset

Selling the Project Selling the Vision

Transactional, Episodic Grants 

Grant to Sole Beneficiary

Aligned Funders / Co-Funders Strategic Funders Networks



Strategic 

Shift

What is this shift 

towards Strategic 

Funders Networks?

What are some 

examples?

Studio Seven Arts



Cultivating Regionally Focused Strategic Funders 

Networks

➢Going beyond aligned funding 

and co-funding (match)

➢Voluntarily formed

➢Deeper level of collaboration

➢Combine capital upfront to 

advance shared vision in 

specific landscape / region



Chi-Cal Rivers Fund

➢ Regional Strategic Funders Network in 

Chicago and NW IN

➢ 10 funders including federal agencies, 

corporations, nonprofits, facilitated by 

NFWF



“An interconnected system of wild lands and waters 

stretching from Yellowstone to Yukon, harmonizing 

the needs of people with those of nature.” (y2y.net)



80%

16%

2%
1%

1%

Y2Y Revenue

Private Foundations

Individual Donors

Government Grants

Corporate Donors

Other



Sustaining 

Funding

What does it look 

like to plan for 

and build 

diversified 

funding sources?

Bay Area Hiker



One Tam’s Diversified Funding Approach

Income By Source – Partnership & Program Capacity



Are you ready to create your own cookie cutter?



Building your own Three-Year Sustainability 

Roadmap

➢ This Three-Year Sustainability Roadmap template is a simple 

planning tool your partnership can use to position it for 

sustainability. 

➢ Content in the 1st row is included as examples only. USE THE KEY 

QUESTIONS in the 2nd row to guide plan development. 

➢ As a rule of thumb, consider creating 6-8 strategies overall which 

are placed in the appropriate timeframe (6-month, 1-year, 2 – 3 

years) and sequence, to be implemented over the course of three 

years.

➢ Please email Leigh Goldberg at goldberg.leigh@gmail.com with 

questions.

mailto:goldberg.leigh@gmail.com


Homework: Three-Year Sustainability Roadmap



[1] Members of the Fundraising Working Group should have fundraising in their job description.





Conclusion…

Adopt a Shifting Paradigm to Sustainably 

Fund Community Collaboratives

“You Can’t Make NEW

Changes For The Future 

With An OLD Mindset 

from The Past.”
- Michael D’Aulerio



Thank you!

Leigh Goldberg

Director of Social Science and Business 

Strategy

Co-Creator of the Partnership Impact 

Model™

goldberg.leigh@gmail.com
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EXAMPLES OF 

SUSTAINABLE FUNDING 

MODELS

Inspiration, 

not 

replication!



Urban Sustainability Directors Network 

➢Theory of Change: 

“The network creates change in the world by connecting 

members to share and learn from each other, 

incentivizing collaboration, and collectively leveraging 

resources.”



Membership Dues

➢Funder encouraged

➢Approximate target: 30% of core costs being funded by member 

dues

➢Core costs include the annual meeting, website, hosting 

conference calls, peer learning group facilitation

➢Sliding scale dues for each member community (municipality / 

county) assessed by population size

➢Implementing membership dues for nine years; any increase in 

dues are informed by members through surveys and an engaged 

planning committee made up of members and staff

Urban Sustainability Directors Network 



Urban Sustainability Directors Network

70%

20%

10%

Revenue

Private Foundation Membership Dues Fee-for-service / Corporate Sponsorship



Current Examples of Member Contributions by 

Public Agencies and Nonprofits

➢Northeast Association of Fish and Wildlife 

Agencies

➢NatureServe

➢Land Trust Alliance

➢State land trust associations

➢Conservation Finance Network

➢International Union for Conservation of Nature



Interviewee Soundbites from Funders, 

Influencers and SMEs

“The beauty of Y2Y is it leads with its funders.”

“What worked so well with Y2Y is they were able to attract a new set of funders who 

weren’t already funding the local place-based partners. These anchor funders were 

attracted to the big vision and wanted to fund the engine. The funders who were 

committed to the local partners stayed in place. So, they were able to add a new level 

of funding that didn’t exist before the big vision.”

“Y2Y funders were not ‘fly in, fly out’ funders. They very much see themselves in 

the partnership role.”

“Y2Y established a coordinating entity right away. There has to be a ‘there, there’ 

to fund. The keeper of the network who is championing the bigger vision.”



Aligning with Network-Building Funding Partners

➢Bobolink Foundation in Illinois

➢Echo Foundation in the Northern Appalachians

➢Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation in the Greater 

Chicago region and Coastal South Carolina

➢Harder Foundation in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska 

➢Kendall Foundation in Yellowstone to Yukon ecoregion 

➢The Ford Family Foundation in rural and urban Oregon and 

California

➢Wilburforce Foundation in Yellowstone to Yukon ecoregion 

➢William Penn Foundation in the Greater Philadelphia region 

and Delaware River Watershed 

➢Woodcock Foundation in Yellowstone to Yukon ecoregion 
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S3: Clarify and recommit to vision, mission and 

theory of change

S4: Launch SCI Sustaining Membership Pilot 

Program

S5: Conduct brand and messaging audit

S6: Explore feasibility of strategic funders network

SCI’s 3-Year Sustainability Roadmap: 

A few of the recommended strategies


